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Abstract

An increased risk for Systemic Autoimmune Diseases (SAID) was reported in the population of 

Libby, Montana, where extensive exposure to asbestiform amphiboles occurred through mining 

and use of asbestiform fiber-laden vermiculite. High frequencies of antinuclear autoantibodies 

(ANA) were detected in individuals and mice exposed to Libby Asbestiform Amphiboles (LAA). 

Among the 6603 individuals who have undergone health screening at the Center for Asbestos 

Related Diseases (CARD, Libby MT), the frequencies of rheumatoid arthritis, systemic lupus 

erythematosus, sarcoidosis, and systemic sclerosis are significantly higher than expected 

prevalence in the United States. While these data support the hypothesis that LAA can trigger 

autoimmune responses, evidence suggests that chrysotile asbestos does not. Serological testing 

was therefore performed in subjects exposed to LAA or predominantly chrysotile (New York 

steamfitters) using multiplexed array technologies. Analyses were performed in order to determine 

a) autoantibody profiles in each cohort, and b) whether the two populations could be distinguished 

through predictive modeling. Analysis using perMANOVA testing confirmed a significant 

difference between autoantibody profiles suggesting differential pathways leading to autoantibody 

formation. ANA were more frequent in the LAA cohort. Specific autoantibodies more highly 

expressed with LAA-exposure were to histone, ribosomal P protein, Sm/Ribonucleoproteins, and 

Jo-1 (histidyl tRNA synthetase). Myositis autoantibodies more highly expressed in the LAA 

cohort were Jo-1, PM100, NXP2, and Mi2a. Predictive modeling demonstrated that anti-histone 

antibodies were most predictive for LAA exposure, and anti-Sm was predictive for the 

steamfitters’ exposure. This emphasizes the need to consider fiber types when evaluating risk of 

SAID with asbestos exposure.
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Introduction

The history of epidemiological studies exploring an association between asbestos exposure 

and autoantibody responses has recently been reviewed (Pfau et al. 2014). Since the mid- 

20th century, cross-sectional investigations noted the following in association with asbestos 

exposures: B cell humoral responses, including rheumatoid factor (RF) and antinuclear 

autoantibodies (ANA), increased serum IgG/IgA, and circulating immune complexes (Pfau, 

et al. 2014). After it was revealed that the population of Libby, Montana, had been exposed 

to asbestiform amphibole fibers through mining and widespread use of asbestiform fiber-

laden vermiculite, subjects exposed to Libby Asbestiform Amphiboles (LAA) were found to 

display elevated frequency and titers of ANA compared to an age- and sex-matched 

reference population (Pfau, et al. 2005). The most frequent autoantibodies detected in the 

serum of those subjects were against common systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) 

autoantigens, including dsDNA, histone, SSA/Ro52, and ribonucleoproteins (RNP) (Pfau, et 

al. 2005; 2009). The material present in the Libby vermiculite was originally described as 

enriched in tremolite, a federally-regulated form of amphibole asbestos (Meeker, et al. 

2003). However, subsequent analyses revealed that the bulk of the material consists of 

“unregulated” asbestiform amphibole fibers, drawing questions as to whether it could be 

called “asbestos” (Boettcher 1967). In this study, the term LAA is used for the exposure 

from the Libby vermiculite, since clearly LAA is a collection asbestiform fibers and 

produces asbestos-related diseases (Cyphert, et al, 2016; Kodavanti et al, 2014; Larson, et al. 

2012, Sullivan 2007, Whitehouse, et al. 2008).

Despite the presence of autoantibodies in asbestos-exposed cohorts, even in the context of 

current suggested criteria for environmental exposures, epidemiological evidence in support 

of an association between asbestos exposure and systemic autoimmune disease (SAID) is 

not robust (Noonan and Pfau 2011, Pfau, et al. 2014, Miller, et al. 2012b). Rheumatoid 

arthritis (RA) is the SAID most frequently associated with asbestos exposure (Greaves 1979, 

Noonan, et al. 2006, Olsson, et al. 2004), and an increased frequency of deaths attributed to 

systemic sclerosis (SSc) was reported for a cohort with likely occupational asbestos 

exposure (Gold, et al. 2007). In 2006, a case-control study of self-reported SLE patients, 

nested within a medically screened general population cohort in Libby, MT, showed a more 

than 4-fold elevated risk for SLE associated with a history of greater LAA exposure via 

multiple environmental pathways (Noonan, et al. 2006). Among the 6603 individuals who 

have undergone health screening at the Center for Asbestos Related Diseases (CARD, Libby 

MT), the frequencies of RA, SLE, sarcoidosis, and SSc are significantly higher than the 

published expected prevalence for these diseases in the United States (Diegel, et al. 2018). 

However, unlike investigations of crystalline silica (Cooper, et al. 2010, Pollard 2016), there 

are no apparent large cohort analyses of risk for SAID that establish asbestos or asbestiform 

structures as a trigger for autoimmunity. When examining the literature, there was a 

consistent lack of precision regarding the types of asbestos to which subjects were exposed, 
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such that it was often not possible to determine whether exposures were to amphibole or 

chrysotile asbestos. However, there appeared to be stronger evidence for autoimmune 

responses associated with amphibole asbestos (Pfau, et al. 2014). Subsequently, animal 

model studies compared ANA frequencies in mice exposed to LAA compared to chrysotile, 

and found that, while LAA led to significantly elevated frequencies of positive ANA tests 

compared to control mice, chrysotile did not (Ferro, et al. 2013, Zebedeo, et al. 2014). 

Further, a subset of steamfitters from New York were tested for ANA who displayed a very 

low frequency of positive ANA findings compared to the Libby cohort, accompanied by no 

reported cases of SLE, RA or SSc (Pfau, et al. 2015). Steamfitters are exposed to asbestos 

through their work with materials such as gaskets, valves and pumps associated with the 

pipes that they service and repair. While such asbestos-containing materials are not 

manufactured in the United States, they have been imported for many years, such that these 

occupations remain among the top of those reporting asbestosis (Walters, et al. 2018). For 

steamfitters, working with pipe gaskets is a major source of their exposure to asbestos 

(Longo, et al. 2002). Several publications report that gaskets contain almost entirely 

chrysotile asbestos, up to 80% by weight, with no amphibole reported (McKinnery, et al. 

1992; Millette, et al. 1995; Longo, et al. 2002). Amphibole asbestos exposures may have 

occurred due to crocidolite or amosite-containing materials used by these workers, but 

chrysotile appears to have been predominant (Longo, et al. 2002).

The current study was performed to test the hypothesis that a mixture of fibers containing 

predominantly chrysotile affects B cell autoantibody response differently than asbestiform 

amphibole, LAA specifically. The objectives were to determine whether (1) the autoantibody 

profiles expressed in the LAA cohort were significantly different from the Steamfitters 

cohort, and (2) whether a particular set of autoantibodies was predictive for exposure to 

LAA.

Materials & Methods

Recruitment

Recruitment for LAA-exposed subjects was performed through the Libby Epidemiology 

Research Program (LERP, ATSDR 2008–2015) under approved Institutional Review Board 

protocols, and restricted to current or former residents of the cities of Libby and Troy, 

Montana. The LAA cohort is a cross-sectional population of the individuals who were 

screened and/or treated for asbestos-related diseases through the Center for Asbestos Related 

Diseases (CARD) in Libby, Montana, with no additional inclusion/exclusion criteria.

All subjects were over 18 years of age, with no restrictions regarding sex, smoking history, 

work history, or medical diagnosis. The cohort includes subjects who worked at the mine or 

associated occupations, as well as people who simply resided in the area. Due to the 

pervasive presence of the asbestiform amphiboles in the soil, tree bark, home insulation, 

worker clothing brought home, gardens, playgrounds, ball parks, gravel roads and ambient 

dust, all residents had at least some exposure. Work and residential histories obtained during 

screening were analyzed using a matrix developed specifically for the Libby exposures for 

which data regarding fiber concentrations are not generally available (Noonan, et al. 2015). 

Recruitment of subjects included notices in local newspapers and word-of-mouth, in 
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addition to recruitment through the health screening program at the CARD in Libby. All 

subjects completed extensive medical history questionnaires and provided a blood sample 

for serum collection by standardized operating protocols. The entire research protocol of the 

LERP was approved by the Icahn School of Medicine Institutional Review Board and was 

conducted in compliance with The Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association 

(Helsinki Declaration) for experiments involving humans; Uniform Requirements for 

manuscripts submitted to Biomedical journals.

The Steamfitters cohort consists of members of the steamfitters union in the state of New 

York who participated in health screening through the Icahn School of Medicine at Mt Sinai, 

New York City. Work histories obtained during the screening were analyzed using a scoring 

matrix developed by the Icahn School of Medicine at Mt Sinai, including frequency of 

various job activities that resulted in exposure to asbestos, and years of work. The scoring 

matrix was developed based on the clinical screening recommendations of experts in the 

field (Levin, et al. 2000). This cohort was also part of the LERP study described above, with 

research approved under the same IRB.

The following were exclusion criteria for subject serum samples to be used in the analyses: 

a) known lupus-inducing prescription medications, b) hemolyzed serum sample. The total 

number of serum samples tested was 484, with 397 from the LAA cohort, and 87 from the 

Steamfitters cohort.

Autoantibody Testing—Aliquots of sera were stored at −80C until required for serology 

assays. Autoantibody testing was performed at Mitogen Advanced Diagnostics Laboratory 

in Calgary, Alberta, Canada. The extractable nuclear antibody (ENA) profile utilized an 

addressable laser bead immunoassay (ALBIA) provided by TheraDiag (FIDIS: Paris, 

France). Autoantibodies to myositis-associated targets were detected by a line immunoassay 

(LIA) provided by Euroimmun (EUROLINE Autoimmune Myopathy Profile: Lübeck, 

Germany). Both ALBIA and LIA followed the protocols of the respective manufacturers. 

Target antigens in the ALBIA ENA profile included dsDNA, Sm, ribonucleoprotien (RNP), 

ribosomal P protein, proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), SSA/Ro60, SSB/La, Ro52/

TRIM21, Scl-70 (topoisomerase I); and in the myositis LIA included Jo-1 (histidyl tRNA 

synthetase), Mi-2, Mi2α, MDA5, NXP2, TIF1γ, PL7, PL12, PM/Scl, Ku, SRP, EJ, OJ). In 

addition, antibodies to chromatin were detected by an enzyme-linked immunoassay (ELISA: 

Inova Diagnostics Inc., San Diego, CA). Cutoffs were established by the use of internal 

calibrators provided by the manufacturers and control sera included with each assay run. 

Results were expressed as optical density (OD) for LIA results, and median fluorescence 

units (MFU) or chemiluminescence intensity units (CIU) for ALBIA.

Antibodies to rheumatoid factor (RF) and cyclic citrullinated peptide (CCP) were previously 

evaluated, and neither cohort had more than 3–4 subjects positive for these autoantibodies 

which was not statistically elevated above control populations (Pfau et al. 2005; Pfau et al. 

2009; Pfau et al. 2014). These antibodies were therefore not included in this analysis.

Data Analysis—All statistical analyses were performed using R version 3.3.2 (R Core 

Team 2016). The perMANOVA procedure (Anderson 2001) using Euclidean distance was 
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implemented on the log(x+1) antibodies to test for a global difference in cohort antibody 

profiles. As this test showed strong evidence of differences in antibody profiles between 

cohorts, individual antibodies were examined. As antibody concentrations were heavily 

right-skewed, the two-sample Rank-Sum test (also known as the Wilcoxon test and the 

Mann-Whitney test, (Hollander and Wolfe 1973)) was used to screen for differences in 

median antibody levels between cohorts and for differences between sexes in the LAA 

cohort. Cohort comparisons were also performed using a subset of the LAA cohort that had 

occupational exposure. Spearman correlation coefficients were used to test for associations 

between antibody levels and a) body-mass index (BMI), and b) exposure. Since the exposure 

measures were not comparable between cohorts due to different metrics of exposure 

assessment, these comparisons were done separately within each cohort. In the LAA cohort 

with available exposure data (N=268), total occupational exposure was compared with 

antibodies only in subjects that had occupational exposure present (N=189). Total exposure 

(occupational plus environmental) was compared with antibodies in all subjects. For the 

Steamfitters cohort with available exposure data (N=35), antibody levels were compared 

with years of occupation and a sum of work history indicators. All p-values were adjusted to 

account for multiple testing (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995). Antibodies with an adjusted p-

value less than 0.05 were flagged.

Statistical Learning to Develop Diagnostic Classifier—Within each cohort, 

approximately 2/3 of the subjects were randomly selected to serve as a training dataset to 

develop a diagnostic classifier, with the remaining 1/3 left aside as a validation dataset to 

assess the classifier performance.

A random forest (Breiman 2001) was constructed using the randomForest R package (Liaw 

and Wiener 2002) to predict whether a subject was exposed to amphibole or chrysotile 

asbestos. Random Forests are a popular machine learning technique known for having 

excellent predictive ability, low computational time, and fewer tuning parameters compared 

to other sophisticated classification techniques. They are constructed by sequentially 

estimating classification trees (1,000 total in this instance) using bootstrapped samples from 

the original data. For each split in the tree, a random subset of predictors is selected 

(approximately the square-root of the number of predictors), and the best split among these 

candidates was performed. Predictions for new observations were based on a majority vote 

of the individual tree predictions. The performance of the final model was quantified using 

the Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC) for the validation data 

using the pROC R package (Robin, et al. 2011).

Results

Demographics and Exposure

Table 1 provides the demographic information of the study cohorts. The LAA cohort 

included both males and females, with minor differences in the ages of males compared to 

females that were not practically meaningful (average difference of 2.7 years). The 

Steamfitters cohort was numerically younger than the LAA cohort, but by less than 4 years. 

The Steamfitters cohort was all male. Additional analyses were performed to demonstrate 
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that the inclusion of women in the LAA cohort did not affect the outcomes: When 

examining the difference in the median antibody level between the two cohorts, all but one 

antibody (PCNA) had similar magnitude and sign of the estimated difference in the “men 

only” version of the data compared to the full version of the data. For the adjusted p-values, 

the same differences were detected with the same strength of evidence when using the 

CARD “men only” group compared to the full cohort. After accounting for multiple 

comparisons, no differences in median antibody level were detected between sexes in the 

LAA cohort. Lastly, for the predictive modeling, the “men only” group predicted equally 

well, with the same distinguishing patterns in the ANA antibodies.

Table 1 also gives the percent of each study group that tested positive during ANA 

screening, and the frequency of physician-diagnosed SAID reported in questionnaires. Using 

the serum dilution (1:80) and specific test used in this study (indirect immunofluorescence), 

background or normal populations in this age range (mean ~ 60 years) in the United States 

have a frequency of positive ANA tests around 20% (Satoh, et al. 2013), which is consistent 

with the Steamfitters cohort data in Table 1. In the same publication, ANA frequency peaked 

in the 50–59 year age group, with no further increase with increasing age. Therefore, the 

slightly lower average age in the Steamfitter cohort likely had no effect on the results. The 

only case of SAID in the Steamfitters cohort was sarcoidosis.

Data regarding latency between start of work and the current study are not available for 

many of the subjects. However, based on average ages at the time of blood work being 60 

years old for both cohorts, and assuming a work history starting in the workers’ 20’s or 30’s, 

the average latency for both cohorts is at least 30 years. In fact, for the Steamfitter cohort, 

the average work history was 31.3 years (standard deviation = 10.5).

Information on BMI is also presented in Table 1. There is no statistical difference in the 

mean BMI of the two cohorts (Table 1), and no associations between antibody levels and 

BMI were detected in either cohort (data not shown).

Table 2 presents data on exposure metrics for each of the cohorts. The exposure matrix 

available for the LAA cohort was developed for the LERP (Noonan et al. 2015), and the 

exposure matrix for the Steamfitters was developed by the Icahn School of Medicine at Mt 

Sinai. Both are based on self reported jobs and activities, and the frequencies of those jobs or 

activities. Because the matrices are different, the values for exposure in the two cohorts are 

not comparable. To provide some context for these exposures, the ranges reported in 

fibers/cc (by phase-contrast microscopy, PCM) for prevalent jobs in these cohorts are shown 

in the table (Noonan et al. 2015, Longo et al. 2002). Analyses were performed within each 

cohort to evaluate the effect of exposure level (matrix values) on the presence or types of 

antibodies. No associations between antibodies and exposure measures were detected in 

either cohort (data not shown).

Distribution of Panel of Autoantibodies in the Cohorts—Figure 1 illustrates the 

distribution of the different antibodies between the two cohorts. Each plot contains 2 box-

plots (for the two cohorts) along with individual jittered points for each observation. The Y-

axis shows the concentration units, representing OD, MFU, CIU, dependent on the assay for 
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the antibody, and illustrating relative serum antibody quantities for each subject. The first 13 

plots are from the ENA panel (dsDNA through SSB), and the last 15 plots are from the 

myositis antibody panel. The last plot shows the distribution for anti-chromatin antibodies 

by ELISA.

Testing For Differences in Antibody Profiles Between Cohorts—Convincing 

evidence of a global difference in autoantibody profiles between cohorts was found (based 

on 14,999 permutations of cohort labels). Since a cohort difference in overall profiles was 

detected, the two-sample Rank-Sum test was used to test for a difference in median antibody 

levels between cohorts. Figure 2 is a graphical display of the strength of evidence (p-values) 

from the tests for each antibody. The –log10 (p-value) is displayed on the y-axis and the 

antibodies are on the x-axis. The solid horizontal line represents a negative log10 of 0.05, 

indicating that all autoantibodies with a point above this line had a raw p-value less than 

0.05. The dashed horizontal line represents a negative log10 of 0.01, indicating that all 

autoantibodies with a point above this line had a raw p-value of less than 0.01. The red 

points indicate autoantibodies with an adjusted p-value less than 0.05. Similar differences 

were detected in the comparison when only using subjects from the LAA cohort that had 

occupational exposure (data not shown).

Classification of Cohorts Based on Autoantibodies—Data were used to develop a 

classification model that predicts whether a sample (based on the ENA antibodies) comes 

from the LAA cohort or from the Steamfitters cohort. This model achieved a validation AUC 

of 0.967, indicating an excellent ability to differentiate the cohorts using ENA autoantibody 

profiles. Figure 3 shows a parallel coordinates plot (PCP) for the 13 ENA antibodies that 

distinguish the two cohorts. The plot displays individual patients divided into LAA group 

(thin light-blue lines) and Steamfitters group (thin orange lines). A group average is shown 

as a thick blue line for LAA and a thick red line for Steamfitters. From this graph, differing 

shapes and heights of the peaks illustrate differences in the autoantibody expression profiles, 

with visually different peaks for antibodies to Sm, histone, Sm-RNP, ribosomes. Statistically, 

the model indicated that higher values for anti-histone antibodies were associated with a 

higher probability of being from the LAA cohort, while high values for Sm were associated 

with higher probabilities of coming from the Steamfitters cohort (Figure 3). However, it is 

important to note that only three people in the Steamfitters group, and 5 subjects in the 

Libby group, exhibited values for Sm autoantibodies that reached the respective cut-off for a 

positive test in the clinic. None of the Sm-positive Steamfitters subjects had a diagnosis of 

SAID, specifically SLE, while three of the Sm-positive subjects from Libby had a diagnosis 

of SAID. Data indicate that although assay values for antibodies to Sm were higher among 

the Steamfitters cohort than the LAA cohort, this was not necessarily indicative of clinically 

evident SLE.

Discussion

The results support and extend our previous studies, which reported elevated frequencies and 

titers of ANA in the Libby population, as well as an increased risk for SLE, SSc, RA, and 

sarcoidosis (Noonan, et al. 2006, Pfau, et al. 2005, Diegel, et al. 2018). Exposure to LAA 

was demonstrated to be associated with an elevated frequency of positive ANA tests in non-
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autoimmune prone mice and rats as well (Ferro, et al. 2013, Pfau, et al. 2008, Salazar, et al. 

2012). Mice exposed to tremolite were found to exhibit immune complex deposition in the 

kidneys and mild glomerular changes suggestive of SLE nephritis (Pfau, et al. 2008). 

Amosite, an amphibole asbestos, was also shown to induce ANA in rats (Salazar, et al. 

2012). Chrysotile asbestos, however, did not elicit an ANA response above control levels in 

mice (Ferro, et al. 2013, Zebedeo, et al. 2014).

Predictive modeling demonstrated that antibodies to histone were most predictive for 

exposure to LAA, with high values of anti-histone predicting the LAA cohort with a high 

probability. Notably, Sm-RNP and PM-Scl antibodies were also predictive for the LAA 

cohort. Anti-histone antibodies are common in SLE, and are often associated with a 

syndrome called “drug-induced lupus” (DIL) which occurs in patients taking certain 

medications, such as procainamide or hydralazine, but which disappears after discontinuing 

the drug (Patel and Richardson 2013; Rubin 2015)). Interestingly, the epitopes targeted by 

anti-histone antibodies in DIL tend to vary from those targeted in SLE (Portanova, et al. 

1987), possibly due to different types of post-translational modifications, such as 

acetylation, that create antigenic sites. In contrast, idiopathic SLE, histone-positive patients 

usually express multiple autoantibodies such as dsDNA, SSA/Ro60, Ro52, Ribosome, and 

Sm/RNP. It is important to point out that with the more recent use of biological therapeutics, 

the clinical and serological spectrum of drug-induced lupus has changed, where anti-dsDNA 

tends to be a dominant feature (Olsen 2004). In both of the cohorts in the present study, 

unlike DIL where anti-histone antibodies tend to occur in isolation, the anti-histone positive 

patients in our study tended to express multiple autoantibodies (including PCNA, Ro52, 

PM/Scl and Ribosome), and none were taking drugs associated with DIL, making DIL less 

likely. It would be interesting to determine the specific epitopes of these patients’ anti-

histone antibodies to determine whether B cell specificity varies between the two cohorts, 

which suggest different triggers and pathways leading to the anti-histone response.

In this study, higher titers of anti-Sm were most predictive for exposure to predominantly 

chrysotile in the Steamfitters group. Anti-Sm is regarded as a highly specific biomarker for 

SLE, and its presence is a key serological component in diagnosis and classification criteria 

for that disease (Petri, et al. 2012). It is interesting that anti-Sm was a “predictive” antibody 

for the Steamfitters group in the current study, when Pfau, et al (2015) previously 

demonstrated that chrysotile was not associated with ANA autoantibodies in mice (Ferro, et 

al. 2013), and SAID is not frequent in the Steamfitters group (Table 1). Antigenic moieties 

on the Sm protein tend to be post-translational modifications such as dimethyl-arginine 

and/or have modifications that are associated with oxidative or apoptotic processes (Mahler 

2011, Mahler et al. 2005), both of which occur with asbestos exposures (Blake, et al. 2007, 

Hamilton et al. 1996). It was not possible to distinguish specific peptide epitopes in the 

current study, which may be of value in future experiments due to evidence that antibodies to 

specific epitopes are more highly associated with disease (Mahler et al. 2005; Mahler 2011). 

Because none of the anti-Sm-positive patients in the Steamfitters group exhibited a clinically 

evident autoimmune disease, it is possible that the epitopes targeted by the anti-Sm 

antibodies in this group are different and associated with a benign pathogenic course 

compared to the anti-Sm induced by LAA. Further, as attested by diagnostic and 

classification criteria for the full spectrum of SAID, autoantibodies alone are not diagnostic 
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for disease. This is probably particularly true for autoantibodies that have no apparent 

pathological functions, such as anti-Sm, which are referred to as ‘indifferent’ or bear no 

known role in the pathogenesis of SAID (Fritzler 2012).

Autoimmune diseases are reported to be the consequence of an environmental trigger factor 

in the context of genetic predisposition (Bernatsky, et al. 2017b, Lee and Lawrence, 2018; 

Cooper, et al. 2010). In this setting, both the genetic and trigger components could have 

variability that leads to varying degrees of severity (Lee and Lawrence, 2018). 

Autoantibodies can occur during pre-clinical phases of disease development, with ultimate 

disease development being dependent on other variables (Choi, et al. 2016). With forms of 

asbestos, silica and nanofibers which all have complex surface properties, such variables 

might include cooperative cell interactions such as scavenger receptors which modulate 

responses in the early cellular responses including inflammasome activation, anti-oxidant 

regulation, and oxidative damage (Murthy, et al. 2015; Nakayama 2018; Pfau, et al. 2012; 

Thompson, et al. 2014). Further research is needed to determine specific variables relating to 

differential B cell responses.

Individually, many autoantibodies may be present at low levels, fluctuating in response to 

various environmental and endogenous stimuli. The ability of these two mixtures of fibers to 

stimulate significantly different profiles of autoantibodies suggests differences in their 

ability to elicit long-lasting and pathogenic effects on pathways activating antibody-

producing B cells. The fact that significantly different cytokine profiles were reported in 

mice exposed to amphibole versus chrysotile fibers (Ferro, et al. 2013) further supports this 

premise. Amphibole asbestos is known to be highly inflammatory, driving chronic pleural 

inflammation, which has been reported to be less so with chrysotile exposure (Bernstein, et 

al. 2011; 2013). This inflammation is suggested as a trigger that affects the antibody profile, 

and may exacerbate the response to elicit clinical disease. More research is needed to test 

these hypotheses.

In order to support the hypothesis that the differences in the autoantibodies was associated 

with fiber type, several other variables were considered, including dose, BMI, and sex. 

When analyzed by exposure metrics, there were no changes in the overall results, suggesting 

that the autoantibody differences between the cohorts are not due to exposure “dose” 

differences. Further, when the Steamfitters cohort was compared to a subset of the LAA 

cohort with occupational exposures, the differences between antibodies remained the same 

as when the entire cohort was used.

Mean difference in BMI was insignificant between the cohorts, but there was a difference in 

the male: female ratios. Analyses were performed on the data that excluded any impact of 

sex or BMI on the differences in autoantibodies. Research suggests that BMI is not 

associated with ANA in otherwise healthy people, or has a negative association with ANA 

frequency decreasing as BMI increases (Satoh et al. 2012). Another variable that may have 

impacted the data is smoking history, which was missing for the Steamfitter cohort. The 

literature is somewhat mixed regarding any impact of smoking on SAID or autoantibody 

development. Most studies suggest that smoking may impact the presence or absence of 

anti-cyclic citrullinated peptide antibodies (CCP) (Pfau 2012), but not generalized ANA 
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(Satoh et al. 2012). Because anti-CCP antibodies were not previously detected above normal 

frequencies in either cohort, this antibody was not included in the analyses presented here. 

However, since it has recently been suggested that anti-CCP can be detected before clinical 

disease, particularly associated with exposure to pollution (Bernatsky, et al. 2017a), it would 

be of interest to explore this further, to evaluate even low levels of anti-CCP. Analysis of 

anti-CCP antibodies is planned in addition to further exploration of the specific histone and 

Sm epitopes being recognized by autoantibodies in these cohorts.

The importance of this study is two-fold. First, it is an approach to fulfilling criteria needed 

for proposing that LAA, like crystalline silica, is an environmental trigger for systemic 

autoimmune disease by providing comparative data with another exposure (Miller, et al. 

2012b). Multiple large epidemiological studies were needed to make the case that crystalline 

silica is a trigger for SAID (Miller, et al. 2012a), and there simply are no large cohorts for 

amphibole asbestos exposures in order to conduct similar experiments for amphibole 

asbestos, with the possible exception of the Wittenoom crocidolite exposure cohorts in 

Western Australia (Berry, et al. 2012) where current studies are underway (Reid, et al 2018). 

There are currently few occupational exposure cohorts, and more environmental asbestos 

exposures, with the latter being more difficult to track subjects or assess exposure. More 

creative approaches are needed, and thus a statistical model was constructed to assess the 

ability of autoantibodies to predict exposure to LAA compared to predominantly chrysotile, 

and therefore to distinguish various types of asbestos exposure. It is essential to make that 

distinction due to the many differences being described in the health outcomes for LAA 

compared to chrysotile asbestos (Bernstein et al. 2005, Cyphert, et al. 2012;2016, Ferro, et 

al. 2013, Li et al. 2012). Second, it sets the stage to begin studies that assess the pathogenic 

determinants of LAA that increase the risk for autoantibody production and for autoimmune 

diseases, and to evaluate the clinical rheumatic outcomes of exposure to different 

asbestiform fibers.

Conclusions

The data from this study supported the hypothesis that there is a detectable difference 

between the two exposure cohorts in terms of the overall frequency of autoantibodies and the 

specific autoantibodies expressed. LAA induced a set of autoantibodies that frequently occur 

in SLE patients, including antibodies to dsDNA, histone, ribosomal P protein, Sm/RNP, 

Scl-70 (topoisomerase I), PM/Scl, and SSA/Ro60. The Steamfitter cohort also expressed 

some autoantibodies, although to a lesser degree, including Sm, PM/Scl, Ro52, SSA/Ro60 

and SSB. Both cohorts showed expression at low frequencies of myositis antibodies, 

including PM75, SAE1, and NXP2, but higher expression was particularly evident in the 

LAA cohort for OJ, NXP2, and Mi2a. These differences emphasize the need to consider 

fiber types when evaluating risk of autoimmune outcomes attributed to asbestos exposure. It 

further provides data to enable careful evaluation of the ability of different mineral fibers to 

initiate modification, through oxidative or apoptotic processes, of target epitopes that lead to 

immune responses to the modified peptides. Finally, it supports the hypothesis that subsets 

of autoantibodies are predictive of exposure to LAA, thus providing a tool for future 

evaluation of the association between amphibole asbestos and autoimmune disease.
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Figure 1: 
Panel of plots examining the distribution of different antibodies (log(x+1) transformation) 

between the 2 cohorts. Each plot contains 2 box-plots (corresponding to the 2 cohorts, LAA 

on the left, Steamfitters right) along with individual jittered points along the x-axis for each 

of the individual observations.
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Figure 2: 
Graphical display of the strength of evidence from individual Rank-Sum tests. The negative 

log (base 10) p-value (unadjusted) is displayed on the y-axis and the antibodies are displayed 

on the x-axis. The different panels represent the different groupings of the antibodies. The 

solid horizontal line represents a negative log (base 10) of 0.05, indicating that all antibodies 

with a point above this line had a raw p-value less than 0.05. The dashed horizontal line 

represents a negative log (base 10) of 0.01, indicating that all antibodies with a point above 

this line had a raw p-value less than 0.01 The red points indicate antibodies with an adjusted 

p-value less than 0.05.
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Figure 3: 
A parallel coordinate plot (PCP) for the 13 ENA antibodies that distinguish LAA from 

Steamfitters. The plot displays individual patients from combined modeling (n=323) and 

validation cohort (n=161) divided into LAA group (thin light-blue lines) and Steamfitters 

group (thin orange lines). A group average is shown as thick blue line for LAA and thick red 

line for Steamfitters. The y-axis shows antibody measurements (log(x+1) transformation) 

scaled to 0–1 range.
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Table 1

LAA Steamfitters P value

N (females/males) 397 (158/239) 87 (0/87)

Mean age (SD) 60.8 (11.7) 57.0 (9.1) 0.006
a

Females, mean age (SD) 59.2 (11.8) NA

Males, mean age (SD) 61.8 (11.6) 57.0 (9.1) <0.001
a

Percent ANA Positive (HEp2) 43% 23% 0.001
b

Males, Percent ANA Positive 42% 23% 0.01
b

SAID
c
 Diagnosis, # cases (%) 30 (7.6%) 1 (1.1%) 0.03

b

Body-Mass Index (BMI), Mean (SD) 30.6 (7.3) 30.3 (4.9) 0.66
a

a:
Two-tailed, unpaired t-test

b:
Fisher's Exact Test

c:
RA, SLE, SSc, Sarcoidosis (One Steamfitter had Sarcoidosis)
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Table 2

LAA Steamfitters

Environmt. exposure value, Mean (SD) 2.9 (4.5)
a NA

Occup. exposure value, Mean (SD) 9.3 (12.4)
a

29.7 (16.4)
b

Exposure Type

Mostly Occupational 53.3% 100%

Mostly Environmental/Residential 46.7% 0%

Range reported for jobs in cohort (f/cc) 2.2-182.1
c

1.2-144.2
d

Tobacco use No data

Current smoker 12.5%

Former smoker 39.8%

Never smoker 31.7%

a:
Using a scoring matrix developed for the Libby cohort (Noonan, et al. 2015)

b:
Using a scoring matrix developed for the Mt Sinai School of Medicine

c:
Noonan, et al. 2015

d:
Longo, et al. 2002
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